Characterization of ultra-high affinity monoclonal antibodies with a dimeric, symmetrical antigen: inhibition of the receptor recognition site of nerve growth factor.
We generated a family of ultra-high affinity monoclonal antibodies (MAb) which inhibit competitively the binding of nerve growth factor (NGF) to its receptor. Preliminary experiments indicated that the dissociation constants (Kd) of some of the MAb:NGF complexes were substantially less than 0.1 nM. Conventional methods, such as ELISA and radioimmunoassays (RIA), were not sufficiently sensitive to measure the Kds of these MAb. Therefore, experimental conditions were developed to determine binding constants for these very high affinity MAb. The experiments establish that the Kds for our anti-NGF MAb range from 2.6 nM to 39 fM. Additionally, the inhibition of NGF binding to NGF-receptor by MAb is fully consistent with a purely competitive model but is not consistent with a model allowing the formation of a ternary complex of NGF, MAb, and NGF-receptor. One MAb, M4, immunoprecipitates NGF indicating interaction between each protomer of the NGF dimer and individual MAb molecules. We also evaluated the effects of mild denaturing conditions on the binding and biological activity of NGF and on recognition by the MAbs. Guanidine HCl or heat treatment of NGF resulted in only small, but significant, changes in binding or biological activity, in parallel with changes in recognition by the MAbs. However, binding, biological activity, and recognition by six of seven MAbs were completely eliminated by beta-mercaptoethanol reduction. Thus, our results are consistent with the MAbs interacting with the receptor recognition site on the surface of the NGF molecule. The high affinity MAbs will serve as sensitive probes of structural elements of NGF responsible for binding and biological activity.